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Magnetically Assisted Capsule Endoscopy for
Endoscopic Examination of Esophagus and Stomach—
Beginning of the End of Flexible Esophagogastroscopy!
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Capsule endoscopy (CE) has gradually replaced radiological
investigations as the procedure of choice for the evaluation
of small bowel mucosal pathologies since its introduction in
2000s. Good patient tolerability and lack of need for sedation
have led on to expansion of the indications of CE with attempts
to use CE for the evaluation of other parts of the gastrointestinal tract like the upper gut and the colon. Observation of the
esophagus and especially the stomach is difficult with conventional CE. The capsule usually transits the esophagus within
seconds limiting adequate visualization of the esophageal
mucosa. Also, the gastric lumen is larger in surface area and is
much more difficult to be completely visualized on CE. While
the antrum can be adequately evaluated, visualization of the
body and fundus is suboptimal due to the larger surface area
and inability to adequately distend the stomach due to lack
of air insufflation. Inability to suck and remove liquid residue or bubbles and to perform diagnostic biopsies or other
interventions have limited the use of conventional CE in the
evaluation of gastric pathologies. For evaluation of antral vascular pathologies, CE has been proposed to be better than
flexible gastroscopy as it visualizes the antrum under more
physiological conditions without the effect of air insufflation
that may compress ectatic vessels.1
To overcome the above limitations of CE, investigators
have tried new CE devices that have active locomotion systems. The movement of these devices can be controlled by
the user from outside and the capsule can be maneuvered
toward the area of interest. Two types of active locomotion
systems have been developed with one having an intrinsic locomotion device in the capsule, whereas the second
system relies on an external magnetic force to control the
capsule movement.1,2 Tortora et al devised a CE system that
had four motors to steer the capsule. In this procedure,
the patient initially ingests 500 mL of clear liquid for adequate distension of the stomach.3 Thereafter, the capsule is
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ingested and the four propellers at the rear of the CE propel
the capsule in the liquid filled stomach. The CE can be controlled wirelessly by the endoscopist using a joystick. This
device has shown promise in in vitro and animal experiments. However, mechanical complexity as well as need for
larger power supply to battery both the capsule and locomotion are important limitations of this system.2-4
In 2010, Keller et al used a capsule device (magnetic maneuverable capsule [MMC]; Given Imaging Ltd,
Yoqneam, Israel; 31 × 11 mm size, 7 g weight, battery life
10 hours, 256 × 256 pixels resolution, 4 frames/ second,
156-degree field of view) for examining the esophagus.
This capsule device had magnetic disks placed inside one
of its domes and could be controlled from outside the body
using a handheld magnetic paddle.5 The authors demonstrated that the MMC could be longitudinally rotated
and tilted along its axis for adequate mucosal inspection.
Moreover, the MMC stayed longer in the esophageal lumen
with better visualization of Z line as compared with the
conventional esophageal capsule (ESO2, Given Imaging
Ltd, Yoqneam, Israel). However, the magnetic force of the
external paddle was not strong enough to hold the capsule at the GE junction and prevent its propulsion into the
gastric lumen. Keller et al also evaluated the same device
for the evaluation of stomach in 10 healthy volunteers and
found that 7 subjects had good mucosal visibility where
> 75% of the gastric mucosa was visualized, while the other
3 had moderate mucosal visibility.6
A CE system with similar principles, the MACE
(magnetic-assisted capsule endoscope) system controlled
by external magnetic paddles, was developed by Intromedic
Company, Korea (MiroCam Navi, size 11 × 24 mm,
weight 4.2 g, battery life 8 hours, 320 × 320 pixels resolution,
3 frames/second, field of view 170 degrees). In a pilot study
among 26 volunteers, Rehman et al demonstrated that the
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MACE system was able to provide adequate visualization
of 88 to 100% of the upper gastrointestinal tract (esophagogastric junction 92%, gastric cardia 88%, fundus 96%,
body 100%, incisura 96%, antrum 96% and pylorus 100%).
They reported that the image quality was not so good at
the esophagogastric junction and the pylorus due to rapid
transit of the capsule across these parts.7 The same group
used multiplanar reconstruction computed tomography
modelling to determine the optimal sites for the placement
of the capsule in the stomach that would lead to complete
mucosal evaluation as well as the ideal site for the placement of the handheld magnetic paddle outside the body
for optimal control of the capsule and reported encouraging results.8 MACE system has also been studied for
the evaluation of upper gastrointestinal bleeding.9 MACE
detected more focal lesions compared with conventional
gastroduodenoscopy, but the number of significant lesions
responsible for bleeding detected was similar in both the
groups. Importantly, additional source of bleeding in the
small bowel was detected by MACE in 18%. Though visualization of most parts of the upper gastrointestinal tract
was satisfactory, the authors reported suboptimal evaluation of some areas such as the esophagus, gastroesophageal junction, fundus, and the duodenal bulb. They also
reported that the CE findings correctly predicted safe discharge for patients. This study suggested that MACE may
have a role in the rapid evaluation of acute upper gastrointestinal bleeding and maybe more appropriate when the
patient is not hemodynamically stable enough for a conventional diagnostic endoscopy.
The second type of magnetically controlled capsule is a
device custom made for gastric evaluation, jointly developed by Olympus Medical Systems Corporation (Tokyo,
Japan) and Siemens Healthcare (Erlangen, Germany) (size
31 × 11 mm, 4 frames/ second, 145 degrees field of view).
The mobility of this capsule device named magnetically
guided capsule endoscope could be controlled using low
level magnetic fields (0.1 Tesla) delivered using magnetic
resonance imaging equipment. In the pilot study published
in 2010, Rey et al documented a technical success rate of
98%. Adequate mucosal visualization reported was 75% in
the cardia, 73% for fundus, 96% for body and 98% for the
antrum of the stomach.1 This new capsule device was subsequently compared with the standard flexible gastroscopy in a nonrandomized blinded trial in 61 patients and
58.3% gastric lesions were picked up by both gastroscopy
and CE. Fourteen lesions seen on gastroscopy were missed
on CE and 31 lesions missed on gastroscopy were picked up
by the CE. The authors concluded that the overall diagnostic accuracy was similar for both the procedures.10 Another
trial in 189 symptomatic patients showed that this CE had
an accuracy of 90.5%, sensitivity of 61.9%, and specificity
of 94.1% compared with conventional gastroscopy plus
biopsy.11
The third type of magnetically controlled device
developed used a robotic C-arm as the magnetic control (Ankon NaviCam, Ankon Optoelectronic Technology
Co. Ltd, Wuhan, Shanghai, China; size 28 × 12 mm,

weight 5.2 g, battery life 8 to 10 hours, 480 × 480 pixels
resolution, 2 frames/ second, field of view 140 degrees).
The robotic C-arm greatly increased the accuracy of
movement control compared with the handheld magnetic
capsule endoscopes.12 In a pilot study published in 2012,
31 healthy volunteers underwent the procedure and >
75% of the gastric mucosa could be visualized in 79.4% of
the subjects. Adequate visualization reported was 82.4%
in gastric cardia, 85.3% in fundus, 100% in the body, incisura, antrum, and pylorus. Moreover, the maneuverability
of the capsule device was reported to be good in 85.3% of
the study subjects.12 Ching et al reported excellent visualization of all areas of the gastric mucosa using the Ankon
NaviCam device.13 In a trial comparing this capsule device
to conventional gastroscopy, the diagnostic accuracy was
similar with an overall agreement of 91.2% among the two
modalities.14 In a larger trial involving 350 patients with
upper abdominal complaints, this device was reported to
have a sensitivity of 90.4%, specificity 94.7%, positive predictive value 87.9%, and negative predictive value 95.9% for
picking up gastric lesions. Importantly, 95.7% patients preferred this modality over a conventional gastroscopy.15 A
recently published study used a newer second generation
version of the NaviCam capsule and compared it to the older
version. This capsule had a superior frame rate of eight
frames/ second, better image resolution of 720 × 720 pixels, wider field of view of 150 degrees, more than 12 hours
battery life and antijamming wireless technology for optimal control of the device. Evaluation of the esophageal
mucosa and the Z-line was significantly better compared
with the older device. Maneuverability and image quality
were also superior and gastric transit time could be shortened with the newer version. However, lesion detection
rates were similar between the two models.16
The best way to achieve adequate gastric preparation
before performing CE is a question that has not yet been
sufficiently addressed. For adequate visualization, the
stomach has to be properly distended, and obscuring secretions and bubbles have to be removed. Magnetically controlled CE works when there is a liquid interface enabling
controlled movement of the capsule. Initially researchers
attempted using gas forming powder to achieve adequate
distension. However, the results were disappointing and
now clear water is used to fill the stomach. Agents like
simethicone are used for clearing bubbles and debris that
could obstruct optimal visualization.17 Control of the capsule in the antrum against the propulsive peristaltic forces
is another reason for concern. Some investigators have
used antispasmodic drugs like scopolamine to reduce peristalsis but there is insufficient data regarding the benefit
of the same.17
Magnetically controlled CE devices have also been
studied for the assessment of esophageal diseases. Lien
et al in a pilot study used a cable capsule endoscope that
could be controlled using a handheld magnetic navigator
to examine the upper gastrointestinal tract in 10 healthy
volunteers. Esophageal transit speed was controlled
using the cable attached to the capsule and completeness
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of the examination for all esophageal landmarks was
100%.18 Chen et al demonstrated a novel technique for
the examination of the esophagus by using a detachable
string magnetically controlled capsule. Once the patient
swallowed the capsule, it was allowed to pass till the gastric cardia. Then it was pulled back up using the attached
string and the esophageal mucosa was examined. After
completing the esophageal examination, the string was
detached and the capsule was allowed to pass into the gastric lumen.19 A modification of the Ankon NaviCam capsule
device with a detachable string has also been developed
especially for esophageal examination. Compared with the
standard wireless NaviCam device, this modified capsule
gave better evaluation of the esophageal mucosa including
the Z line. Use of the string enabled repeated and adequate
examination for any focal lesions.20
In a pilot study published recently in Gastrointestinal
Endoscopy Journal, Beg et al used the wireless MiroCam Navi
MACE system to evaluate utility of this device in diagnosing
esophageal varices (EV) and Barrett’s esophagus (BE).21 Fifty
participants were included, including 17 with known EV,
17 with known BE, and 16 controls. These participants
underwent the MACE procedure, with the operator blinded
to previous endoscopy reports as well as indication for the
procedure. All participants ingested 1 L water with added
Simethicone prior to the CE procedure. The capsule was
swallowed in the supine position with the head raised at an
angle of 10 degrees and this prevented the rapid transit of
the capsule through the esophagus due to gravity. Moreover,
the investigators used the handheld magnetic paddle to
control the passage of the capsule through the esophageal
lumen and attempts were made to keep the capsule in the
lumen as long as possible. Once this procedure was complete, all participants underwent esophagogastroduodenoscopy (EGD) where the endoscopist was blinded to the
findings of the capsule study. MACE was able to diagnose EV
with a sensitivity of 73.3% and specificity 100%, whereas BE
was diagnosed with sensitivity of 93.8% and specificity of
100%. The investigators were able to hold the capsule within
the esophageal lumen using the handheld magnet in 68%
patients. The mean esophageal transit time was 190 seconds but with a wide range from 5 seconds to 634 seconds.
Visualization of esophageal landmarks was comparable to
EGD, but EGD scored better for the evaluation of the Z line.
Technical success was 94% with MACE compared with 100%
with EGD and the patient comfort and tolerability were significantly better for the MACE procedure. This pilot study
reported a reasonable accuracy for the detection of esophageal lesions for magnetically controlled CE with very high
levels of patient comfort and acceptance. The EV detection
rates were comparable, while the BE detection rates were
better with the MACE system compared with dedicated
esophageal capsules used in previous studies. Moreover,
magnetically controlled CE has an advantage of adequate
visualization of the gastric mucosa also. The authors concluded that with improvements in capsule technology, the
ability to hold the capsule in the esophageal lumen and to
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modulate esophageal transit times may come under the full
control of the endoscopist in the future.

Commentary
The advantage of magnetically controlled CE over conventional EGD is its noninvasive nature making it widely
acceptable for patients. Unlike conventional EGD sedation
is not required and patient tolerability has been excellent in most of the studies. Moreover, only minor adverse
events like abdominal discomfort, nausea, and vomiting
have been reported. Thus, this procedure may be safely
used in those patients who are at high risk of undergoing
a conventional diagnostic endoscopy. Capsule retention
rates are expected to be similar to conventional CEs or may
be even less as these devices will be predominantly used
in those having suspected upper gastrointestinal tract
pathologies.
Despite these advances, the CE science currently is still
not perfect and further developments are needed before
these magnetic CE can replace conventional flexible
endoscopy. Esophageal transit times are highly variable
even with magnetically controlled CE devices and proper
visualization of gastric fundus is still a challenge. This
challenge arises because of increased distance of fundal
lumen to the skin surface compared with shorter distance
between the antral lumen to the skin surface, making magnetic control of the capsule in the fundus difficult.8 Also,
the fundus that is physiologically in a collapsed state
needs to be distended adequately for optimal evaluation
of the mucosal surface. Capsule devices incorporating air
insufflation capability have also been developed and are
in the experimental stage. Investigators have also tried
to shorten the gastric transit time by trying to propel the
capsule across the pylorus into the duodenum using magnetic force. Studies have shown inconsistent results, and as
of now this capability is also suboptimal.22 Capsules with
the potential of achieving therapeutic roles like biopsy
sampling, hemoclip application, and thermal coagulation
are also under development and will challenge flexible
endoscopy in future.23,24 Incorporation of artificial intelligence with capsule endoscopic image interpretation is also
undergoing clinical trials and artificial intelligence systems
employing deep learning have shown positive results.25
It seems we are indeed entering an era of science fiction. In near future, magnetically control CE will enable
patients to perform self-capsule endoscopic evaluation as
part of gastric or esophageal disease/cancer screening programs. Only those capsule studies where an abnormality
is detected by the artificial intelligence interface will need
further physician guided evaluation and if needed gastroscopy for further evaluation and tissue sampling.26 High
equipment cost is a limiting factor currently, which, however, is expected to come down once use of these devices
becomes more widespread. Thus, there is a potential for CE
to replace conventional endoscopy at least as a screening
modality for use in large sections of the community for
cancer screening programs. Advances in CE science may
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very well lead to CEs becoming the procedure of choice for
both diagnostic and therapeutic endoscopies in the future.
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